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Phonon-induced diamagnetic force and its e�ect
on the lattice thermal conductivity
Hyungyu Jin1, Oscar D. Restrepo2, Nikolas Antolin2, Stephen R. Boona1, WolfgangWindl2,
Roberto C. Myers2,3,4 and Joseph P. Heremans1,2,4*

Phonons are displacements of atoms around their rest positions in a crystalline solid. They carry sound and heat, but are
not classically associated with magnetism. Here, we show that phonons are, in fact, sensitive to magnetic fields, even in
diamagnetic materials. We do so by demonstrating experimentally that acoustic phonons in a diamagnetic semiconductor
(InSb) scatter more strongly from one another when amagnetic field is applied.We attribute this observation to the magnetic-
field sensitivity of the anharmonicity of the interatomic bonds that govern the probability of phonon–phonon interactions. The
displacements of atoms locally a�ect the orbital motion of valence band electrons, which, in the presence of an external
magnetic field, spatially modulates the orbital diamagnetism around the displaced atoms. The spatial gradient in magnetic
moment results in an anharmonic magnetic force exerted on the displaced atom. The process is modelled by ab initio
calculations that, without the use of a single adjustable parameter, reproduce the observed 12% decrease in the lattice thermal
conductivity under a 7T magnetic field at a temperature of 5.2K.

E lectrons, phonons, and magnons (spin waves) are three
elemental excitations in solids known to carry heat. Electrons
are subject to a Lorentz force in the presence of an applied

external magnetic field (H ), giving rise to thermomagnetic effects1.
The magnon density-of-states, heat capacity and thermal conduc-
tivity (κ) are affected byH (ref. 2). In ferromagnetic crystals lacking
inversion symmetry, H can induce a Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya inter-
action that results in a magnon Hall effect3. It is only the phonon
properties that are not conventionally considered to be sensitive to
H , although some reports exist of thermomagnetic effects in insulat-
ing paramagneticmaterials4,5. In contrast, we report here amagnetic
response of the phonons in InSb, where the electronic states near the
Fermi energy consist of only s- and p-electron shells, and attribute it
to phonon-specific local diamagnetic moments on the atoms. These
moments arise in the presence of an external magnetic field from
phonon-induced changes in the valence band. Local and transient
net moments then appear when phonon displacements are treated
as effectively frozen in time (frozen-phonon approximation). They
change continuously with time-dependent displacement, owing to
the nearly instantaneous redistribution of electrons after changes
in ionic-core position. Obviously, both the spatial and temporal
averages of this phonon-induced diamagnetic moment are zero. Yet,
as we show, the spatial gradient in this transient moment alters the
interatomic forces and results in magnetic-field-sensitive bond an-
harmonicities and phonon–phonon interactions; mechanisms that
have been at the root of the most recent progress in the design of
thermoelectric materials6–8.

Magnetic-field dependence of phonon–phonon interactions
We used large InSb single-crystal samples with heat flow (Q) andH
aligned along the [100] direction. Below 10K, their thermal conduc-
tivity is∼200≤κ≤∼2,700Wm−1 K−1 and entirely due to phonons,
with the electronic thermal conductivity being 105 times smaller
than the phonon conductivity (see Supplementary Information).

We mount each crystal in a tuning fork geometry9,10 (Fig. 1a,b):
measuring the phonon conductivity ratio between the arms of a
tuning fork sample allows one to isolate different phonon scattering
mechanisms from boundary effects. The tuning fork has a large arm
and a small arm of cross-sectional areas AL and AS, through which
heat fluxes QL and QS are sent, respectively. The tuning fork is the
thermal equivalent of a galvanic potentiometer: when the ratio of the
heat flows QL/QS is balanced so that 1TDIFF=0 (Fig. 1b), the ratio
between the lattice thermal conductivities of the large and small
arms (κL and κS, respectively) is κL/κS=(QL/QS)/(AL/AS).

This measurement of κL/κS is independent of the calibration
of the thermometers, of their H -dependence (see Supplementary
Information), and of eventual heat losses, assuming that both arms
have the same losses. Only the amount of heat delivered by the
heaters needs to be measured accurately, allowing a resolution of
1 part in ∼104 or better. Most importantly, we will show that κS is
mostly due to ballistic phonon transport below 8K in our samples,
which provides a reference to isolate the physics of phonon–phonon
interactions in the measured ratio κL/κS (ref. 10).

The ratio κL/κS is shown as a function of temperature in Fig. 1c at
H=0 and 7T for the first sample (A). The error bars were calculated
in detail by taking possible random, systematic and fitting errors
into account (Supplementary Information). The observed change in
κL/κS (12% at 7 T and 5.2 K) is well above the error bars. Figure 2a
shows a repeat of the same measurement on sample B—the same
sample after it had been cycled three times to room temperature and
subjected to a considerable amount of thermal shock that induced
dislocation strain fields in both arms that scatter phonons and
strongly reduce κ . Both the ratio κL/κS and its H -dependence (6%
below 4K) are smaller than in sample A (Fig. 1c). The ratio κL/κS
is shown as a function of H in Fig. 2b to be a monotonic and even
function of H .

The thermal conductivity of the small arm of sample B, κS,
is shown in Fig. 2c. The H -dependence of κL/κS is observed
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Figure 1 | Magnetic-field dependence of lattice thermal conductivity in
InSb. a, InSb tuning fork with a large arm of cross-section AL and a small
arm of cross-section AS. b, Principle of the tuning fork geometry: two
heaters provide heat fluxes QL and QS. The measurements are made when
the temperature di�erence between the arms is zero (1TDIFF=0)—that is,
the condition κL/κS=(QL/QS)/(AL/AS) holds. This gives an accurate
measurement of the ratio κL/κS. c, Temperature dependence of κL/κS at
zero magnetic field and in a longitudinal magnetic field of 7 T (sample A).
The inset shows κL/κS over an extended temperature range. T denotes the
average temperature of the sample, which, by the design of the tuning fork,
is the same in the small and large arms. The error bars are standard
deviations of the means, obtained as described in the
Supplementary Information.

in the temperature range between 3 and 8K, where κS(T ) is
limited primarily by scattering on the boundaries of our particular
samples and phonon conduction is essentially ballistic11. Deviations
from ballistic phonon transport start to occur first in κL at these
temperatures, and κS serves as an internal reference for all material
properties of the sample except phonon–phonon interactions. From
3 to 8K, phonons are scattered11 by other phonons at a rate of τ−1

ϕ
,

by dislocations at a rate of τ−1D , by point defects at a rate of τ−1PD , and
by the sample’s boundaries at a rate of τ−1BS in the small arm and
τ−1BL in the large arm. Assuming that these scattering mechanisms
operate independently of each other (Matthiessen’s rule11), the total
scattering rate is τ−1=τ−1

ϕ
+τ−1D +τ

−1
PD +τ

−1
B , where τ−1B is either τ−1BS

or τ−1BL depending on which arm is considered. The kinetic formula11
gives κ = 1/3Cv`= 1/3Cv2τ , where C is the specific heat, v the
sound velocity, ` the mean free path (`= vτ ) and τ the scattering
time. Rigorously, this formula has to be integrated over phonon
modes and wavevectors q. In our geometry and temperature range,
heat is carried principally by one longitudinal acoustic (LA) and
two transverse acoustic (TA) modes with propagation velocities
along [100] and essentially linear dispersion relations12. When
these phonons interact with other phonons, τ−1

ϕ
involves phonons

throughout the Brillouin zone (BZ; ref. 13). For this simple analysis,
we consider the kinetic formula to be amode and frequency average,
and write
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(1)

Thus κL/κS is independent of C and v. We measure C(T ,H)
(Fig. 2d) and observe that it is independent of H to within our
experimental accuracy (2%). In the temperature range between
3 and 8K, boundary scattering dominates in the small arm, but
phonon–phonon scattering is more important in the large arm
(τ−1BS >τ

−1
ϕ
,τ−1BL ; refs 9,10). Thus, equation (1) reduces to

κL

κS
≈

τ−1D +τ
−1
PD +τ

−1
BS

τ−1
ϕ
+τ−1D +τ

−1
PD +τ

−1
BL

(2)

τ−1
ϕ

and τ−1D are proportional11 to the square of the Grüneisen
parameter, which, for each mode i and frequency ω, is defined
as γi(ω)≡dlnω/dlnV |i, the logarithmic derivative of the phonon
angular frequencyωwith respect to the volumeV of the crystal. The
thermal conductivity involves phonons and phonon interactions
throughout the entire BZ. Therefore, τ−1

ϕ
and τ−1D depend on the

mode- and frequency-averaged Grüneisen parameter γ weighted
by the specific heat. γ quantifies the degree to which the bond
forces deviate from simple harmonic behaviour and is temperature
dependent: it changes sign in InSb below 5K (refs 14,15). When
two phonons collide in a solid with γ 6= 0, the presence of
the first phonon locally modifies the acoustic properties for the
second phonon, decreasing its transmission probability. The same
reasoning applies to the interaction between a phonon and the strain
field around a dislocation. As a result, it is given11 that τ−1

ϕ
,τ−1D ∝γ

2.
When dislocation scattering is less important than the other

mechanisms (sample A), equation (2) shows that the effect of γ
is limited to the denominator of κL/κS, even in the presence of
point defect and boundary scattering in the large arm. In the
ideal case of defect-free isotopically pure InSb with AL→∞,
τ−1
ϕ
�(τ−1PD ,τ−1D ,τ−1BL ) and κL/κS≈ τ−1BS /τ

−1
ϕ
∝γ −2, because τ−1BS is in-

dependent of temperature (as are the sample dimensions and the
sound velocity). Dislocation scattering (sample B) and the presence
of the other scattering mechanisms are expected to attenuate the
effect of γ on κL/κS, as verified experimentally by comparing the
effect on sample B (Fig. 2a) against that on sample A (Fig. 1c). In
the following ab initio theory section, we neglect the effects of dis-
locations on sample A, and the resulting agreement between theory
and experiment will justify this approach a posteriori. Note that the
temperature dependence of the effect shown in Figs 1 and 2 arises
from our choice of material and sample geometry. InSb was selected
so that the observed effect would occur in a region where the tuning
fork geometry is able to distinguish the anharmonic regime from
the boundary scattering regime. The sample dimensions were then
selected so as to isolate τ−1

ϕ
above 3K. The fact that the effect is

most pronounced between 3 and 8K is not intrinsic but results from
the selection of the experimental parameters, which is based on
theoretical considerations given below.

We identify possible origins for the H -dependence of κL/κS as
the electronic thermal conductivity or Peltier heat, phonon–electron
interactions, an H -dependent phonon density-of-states, and an
H -dependent phonon–phonon scattering rate via γ . Considering
first the Peltier heat, the electronic contribution to the thermal
conductivity is measured and calculated in the Supplementary
Information. This effect is limited to<6×10−3 Wm−1 K−1, which is
less than a 1:105 part of the total conduction. In the case of phonon–
electron interactions, low-frequency phonons with wavevectors
kphonon ∼ kelectron can be scattered by electrons as the temperature
decreases (the reciprocal effect of phonon-drag16, which we observe;
see Supplementary Information). If this effect were important,
however, κL/κS would increase withH because the electrons in InSb
freeze out in magnetic fields at low temperature (see Supplementary
Information), which is the opposite of what we observe. We also
rule out an H -dependent phonon density-of-states, as we observe
no significant H -dependence to the specific heat (Fig. 2d). Indeed,
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Figure 2 | Measurements on sample B with reduced thermal conductivity after thermal cycling. a, Temperature dependence of κL/κS at H=0 T and in a
longitudinal field H=7 T. b, κL/κS is an even function of magnetic field, as expected from symmetry25. c, Temperature dependence of κS (H=0 T),
measured using the heater-and-sink method. The dashed line shows κL calculated from κS and the ratio in a. The yellow shaded region indicates the
temperature range where the e�ect of magnetic field on κL/κS is most pronounced. d, Temperature dependence of the specific heat of a piece of the same
boule of InSb; the inset shows its relative change with field1Cp/Cp≡[Cp(7T)−Cp(0T)]/Cp(0T), which is less than 2%, but not resolved above the noise
level. The error bars are standard deviations of the means, obtained as described in the Supplementary Information. T denotes the average temperature of
the sample.

at the temperatures of the experiment (<10K) the LAandTAmodes
that contribute to the specific heat are also those that contribute to
the thermal conductivity12.

We therefore put forward the last hypothesis; that the
H -dependence of γ gives rise to the H -dependence of κL/κS,
such that

1
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(3)

The phonon-induced diamagnetic anharmonic force
This hypothesis leads to a quantitative agreement between the
experimental magnitude and temperature dependence of the effect
and an ab initio calculation of a phonon-induced magnetic moment
(Fig. 4). Because γ depends fundamentally on the interatomic
potential (U ), the H -dependence of γ must arise from an H -
induced modification of U . Under the conditions where we
observe H -dependent thermal properties, InSb contains negligible
conduction electrons or valence band holes; it is insulating and
without net spin. In such a solid, H can induce changes only in
orbital angular momentum (L) of core electrons and the filled
valence band. Such changes give rise to the Langevin diamagnetism,
as well as virtual magnetic dipole transitions between energy
levels in an LS multiple (E(J )− E(J ± 1)), where S is the spin
angular momentum and J the total angular momentum (J=L+S),
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Figure 3 | Ab initio calculation of the magnetic moment of frozen phonons in InSb. a, The frozen-phonon picture, showing the atomic displacements of the
In atoms for a longitudinal acoustic [010] mode. The red arrow indicates the direction of the heat flux (Q) and applied field (H). b, Calculated VB maximum
in H=20 T (an unrealistically high value to visualize the e�ect), the blue lines with the atoms in their equilibrium positions, the red dotted lines with the
atoms displaced by 0.07 Å as in a. c, Spatial distribution of the change in magnetic moment density (logarithmic mesh) in the plane normal to [101],
calculated for an unrealistic 0.18 Å displacement of In atoms used to illustrate the e�ect. d, Calculated phonon-induced diamagnetic susceptibility1χϕ ,
averaged over the unit cell as a function of atomic displacement u (the In atoms are displaced along [010]).

which is known as Van Vleck paramagnetism17,18. The magnetic
susceptibilityχ , which is the ratio of the inducedmagnetization (M)
to H , is therefore given by

χ=−
µ0NZe2

6m
∑
core

〈
r 2
〉
−
µ0NZe2

6m
∑
valence

〈
r 2
〉

+2Nµ0µ
2
B

∑
i6=j

∣∣〈i|(Lz+g0Sz)|j〉2
∣∣

Ei−Ej
(4)

with µ0 the magnetic permeability of free space, µB the Bohr
magneton, N the density of atoms, Z the atomic number, m
the free electron mass, r the atomic radius and g0 the electronic
g -factor. Considering the sensitivity of the three terms to phonon
displacement, we can expect that the core susceptibility feels
negligible influence. We expect the diamagnetic susceptibility,
being driven by valence electron orbital motion, to be sensitive
to the local bonding environment. Lande’s interval rule indicates
that transitions between E(J ) − E(J ± 1) are proportional to
the magnitude of the spin–orbit coupling (SOC; ref. 18). Our
calculations show that the change in SOCwith atomic displacements
is negligible (<1%), from which we conclude that the Van Vleck
paramagnetic term does not couple to phonons. One then expects
a local change1χϕ in χ due to the atomic displacements and bond

distortions associated with a phonon. Accordingly, we label1χϕ the
phonon-induced diamagnetic susceptibility. Under an applied field
H , the diamagnetic response of the solid is altered locally around
phonons; that is, phonons exhibit a diamagnetic moment H1χϕ .
However, phonon displacements are averaged to zero over time and
space, which means the phonon moments must also sum to zero,
although they can lead to magnetic-field sensitive local interactions
with other phonons through these transient moments.

The quantitative picture we offer is based on the frozen-phonon
model, whereby atomic motions occur at terahertz frequencies,
which is a timescale much slower than that of electrons. The
electrons therefore see the solid locally distorted by the phonon
as a different crystal and develop a local perturbation of the band
structure around the phonon. The conduction (CB) and valence
bands (VB) are both affected. By considering equation (4) and
the known sensitivity of χ to long-range Coulomb interactions,
we postulate that the free electron mass in equation (4) can be
replaced with the VB effective mass to approximate the effect of
the VB structure on χ . By this mechanism, the band structure
distortion associated with the phonon is proportional to 1χϕ
around the equilibrium position r0 of an atom. This results in
a local magnetic moment density M(r) = Hχ(r) around that
atom in an external applied magnetic field, and a magnetic force
FM(r)=∇[M(r) ·H ]=H 2

∇χ(r) that adds to the interatomic force
F0. If we assume that F0 is harmonic and characterized by a
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Figure 4 | Agreement between ab initio theory and experiment.
Temperature dependence of the ab initio calculated relative change in
Grüneisen parameter with field (1[γ−2

]/γ−2) is compared against the
experimentally observed change in ratio κL/κS, using equation (3). The field
is changed from 0 to 7 T. The γ (T) values are from ref. 14. The agreement,
which involves no adjustable parameters, is evidence for the existence of
phonon-induced diamagnetism and its role in phonon–phonon interactions.
The error bars are standard deviations from the means.

spring constant K (F0 = Kr) independent of r , then the total
force F=Kr+FM(r) is no longer harmonic, and an H -dependent
contribution to γ of the order1γ (H)∝H 2

∇∇χ(r) is expected.
The above model is tested using ab initio density functional

theory (DFT) modelling in an applied magnetic field H carried
out in three steps considering the LA and two TA phonon
modes described above. First, the average atomic displacements are
calculated using ab initio molecular dynamics, and are found to
be of the order19 of 0.05Å in the low-temperature limit (T<30K,
numerical values given in the Supplementary Information). Second,
band structure calculations in H with the ELK (refs 20,21) code
(see Methods) for displaced frozen-phonon cells reveal changes
in CB and VB. In the presence of the frozen phonon shown in
Fig. 3a with In atoms displaced by 0.07Å, Fig. 3b shows that
the VB effective mass decreases by 5% in H = 20 T. Finally, the
magnetic moment M(r), integrated over the unit cell, is calculated
to be M =−50mµB for H = 20 T when the atoms are in their
equilibrium positions. This corresponds well to the diamagnetic
susceptibility (χ =−2.46× 10−7) of InSb. With the displacement
of 0.07Å, the value of M increases by 8% to M = −54mµB.
Figure 3c shows that the local variation of M(r) in the ([010],
[101̄]) plane due to the atomic motion of Fig. 3a is very localized
around the In and Sb atoms: this creates a strong spatial gradient
of M(r). The vector potential A in the Hamiltonian of the
interaction (see Supplementary Information) is identified as the
physical origin of the phonon-induced local diamagnetic moment.
This can be specifically written as 1χϕ =−(Ne2/4mc2H 2)A2(ri).
Figure 3d shows1χϕ as a function of atomic displacement. At small,
experimentally accessible displacements of u<0.1 Å, both CB and
VB move, but the gap does not close. The change 1χϕ is mainly
phonon-induced Langevin diamagnetism (equation (4); ref. 17). At
very high displacements (u>0.18Å, presently beyond the reach of
experiments), the frozen phonon can move the CB and VB so as
to close the energy gap. Free electrons and holes appear, resulting in
additional Landau diamagnetism. This observation relates the effect
we describe here to the magnetostriction observed at high field in
diamagnetic solids22,23 to track the de Haas–van Alphen effect. At
the lower fields where the present experiments are carried out, the
field only insignificantly affects the bond lengths or the phonon
frequencies themselves, yet its effect on the derivative of the phonon

frequencies is still important. Effects of electronic properties that
are insignificant on the phonon frequencies themselves but strongly
affect the Grüneisen parameters have been observed in both
semiconductors8 and metals24.

Applying the procedure outlined above to the ab initio values
of M(r), we derive H -dependent values of γ integrated over the
unit cell, and directly compare experiment and theory. Figure 4
shows the ratio 1[γ −2]/γ −2 calculated ab initio using γ (T )
from ref. 14 with no adjustable parameters. This is compared
(equation (3)) to the experimental H -dependence of κL/κS. We
submit that the agreement supports the hypothesis. Note that
the phonon-induced diamagnetic moment itself is, to the first
order, independent of temperature. Indeed, the movement of the
atoms around their equilibrium positions below 10K in InSb
is due to a temperature-independent quantum effect—the zero-
point vibrations19—and diamagnetism arises from the valence band,
which has no temperature-dependence other than through atomic
motion19. The relative effect of the phonon-induced diamagnetic
moment on γ is most pronounced at temperatures where the
background γ is small and the thermal expansion coefficient crosses
zero—that is, ∼4K in InSb (ref. 14). This determines the overall
temperature dependence of the experimentally observed effect.

Outlook
We identify a magnetic-field response of the lattice thermal
conductivity experimentally, and attribute it to a specific phonon-
induced diamagneticmoment. This local diamagnetism is small and
does not result in a net magnetic moment, because both spatial and
temporal averages of this moment are zero. However, its very sharp
spatial gradient results in an anharmonic force applied to the atoms
in the solid that is intense enough to be measured in the thermal
properties. It is likely that this phonon-induced diamagnetism is a
universal property of all solids, and it is plausible that it may be a yet
undiscovered mechanism for coupling between phonons, heat and
magnetic systems.

Methods
The starting material for the samples is an InSb boule doped with Te to an
electron concentration of 1.3×1015 cm−3 (measured by Hall effect at
temperatures 3K<T<50K). Magnetization measurements on a piece of the
same boule showed that no magnetic impurities are present in the samples down
to our sensitivity limit of 16 ppb. The electronic transport and magnetic
properties of the material are given in the Supplementary Information. The
samples are cut into the tuning fork geometry shown in Fig. 1. The large arm has
a cross-section AL∼4×3mm2, and the small arm has AS∼4×1mm.2 The length
of both arms is 17.3mm. The sample was mounted on a heat sink, with the small
arm equipped with one 120� heater and the large arm with three heaters. Each
arm was equipped with 0.965×0.762×0.203mm3 Cernox thermometers, as
shown, which were calibrated as a function of temperature (their field
dependence was also previously characterized). We fixed the power QL on the
large arm and adjusted the heater power on the small arm (QS) until 1TDIFF=0
(see Fig. 1b). At this value of QS, the thermal conductivity ratio
κL/κS=(QL/QS)/(AL/AS), where κL and κS denote the thermal conductivities, and
AL and AS the cross-sectional areas of the large and small arms, respectively. The
area ratio (AL/AS) is determined accurately from the high-temperature asymptote
of QL/QS. A detailed description of this method and an analysis of the errors it
accrues, which determines the error bars in Figs 1 and 2, is provided in the
Supplementary Information with a detailed description of how the magnetic-field
dependence of the Cernox thermometers is eliminated from the measurements.
The lowest temperature of all experiments is limited by the cooling power of the
cryostat and the fact that the thermal resistance between the sample and the
cryostat is much larger than that of the sample itself. Consequently, the heat flux
necessary to create a gradient across the sample also increases the sample’s
average temperature considerably above that of the cryostat. As a result, for
example, the lowest temperature that could be reached on the sample B with
dislocations (Fig. 2a) is lower than that of the more pristine sample A (Fig. 1c).

The thermal conductivity in Fig. 2c was measured using the classical
heater-and-sink method on the small arm of sample B, which is the sample that
had the lowest κ in the experiment, for the same reason: all other arms either
require large heater powers or give small gradients. The thermal conductivity of
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the large arm (κL) of sample B was then calculated from κS and the ratio in
Fig. 2a; more details are given in the Supplementary Information.

No transverse thermal gradient due to the phonon Hall effect4 is expected to
perturb the measurement, because in our configuration the magnetic field is
parallel to the flux. In that configuration the transverse gradient was shown
experimentally4 to be zero, as expected theoretically from the Onsager relations25.

The ELK program is an all-electron, full-potential, linearized
augmented-plane wave code20,21. It allows inclusion of non-collinear magnetism
with arbitrary external magnetic fields. We checked the convergence of our
results by performing calculations with an increasing number of k-points in the
BZ. We found that including 20 empty states in our calculations gives us an
accuracy of better than 1%. To verify accuracy we used 31×31×23 k-point
meshes. Our results show that the change in magnetic moment is less than 20%
from 15×15×11 k-point meshes. We used the latter in our calculations as they
represent a significant decrease in the computational demands and do not change
our overall conclusions. We verify that the local magnetic moment M(r) is linear
in applied field (see Supplementary Fig. 11), so that the susceptibility χ(r) is
independent of field and the moment is given by M(r)=Hχ(r). The calculated
value of γ is the mode and frequency average over the whole BZ, weighted by the
specific heat (see Supplementary Information). We used the experimental value of
Hass et al.26 for the phonon linewidth and expressed it as an energy smearing
equivalent to a temperature of 2 K (see Supplementary Information); this value
affects the lineshape, but not the magnitude, of the calculated line in Fig. 4. We
point out that the agreement in Fig. 4 would have had an offset along the x-axis
of 2 K had we used the γ (T ) data of ref. 15, as also described in the
Supplementary Information. Supplementary Movie 1 illustrates the local magnetic
moments in the plane normal to the [101] axis around In and Sb atoms moving
during the passage of a LA [010] phonon.
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